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UI students square off at College Bowl

By Beth Dean

University of Idaho Argonaut

MOSCOW—Teams featuring names such as, "Bubba Got Soup," and "MetsBread" competed in a UI College Bowl Tournament on Tuesday.

College Bowl is a competition of brains with categories ranging from sports to history. The tournament was held in four rooms of the SUB with a total of 12 teams participating. Questions are used to indicate when contestants know an answer to a particular question. When the contestant is recognized, they are allowed to state their answer. If the contestant were the answer before being recognized, they are not allowed to answer the question.

12 members of faculty were present to serve as scorekeepers, streakeepers and judges. Photos from the UI Bookstore were given to the winning team and participants.

The team "Cali Tags," which consisted of members Brian Davis, Brian White, Victor Jacobsen, Keith White and Steve Javaskia received first place in the tournament.

"Dark Iron Eagle Branon," which consisted of members Roy Trammel, Chris Burley, Eric Anderson, Manuel Westman and Neville Schlafer received second place.

In third place was "Meadowland," with team members Frank Burchett, Ernest O'Leary, Jerry Cline, Jason Swanson and Devin Otto.

"Bucktown," with members Bill Moua, Mark Wilt, Larry Enright and Preston Scott received fourth place.

"I was not happy with the results," said Brian Grimes, student coordinator.

"We appreciate all the help we had from the faculty, and we've glad everything went so well.

Five-eighth contestants will be announced today.

Note: We're hoping to have a college bowl team that is willing to practice all year long," said Flagman. "If there are students interested in a club throughout the year, call the Student Organization Center (881-0746).

Governor considering tobacco windfall for college buildings

Announced Presser

LEWISTON, Idaho - Gov. Dirk Kempthorne is considering earmarking interest on the state's tobacco settlement payments for state building construction and maintenance of those payments are put in a trust fund.

Kempthorne and health programs are two other possibilities interest beneficiaries being evaluated by Kempthorne should the trust fund approach be adopted.

Last spring, the governor said substance abuse and other health programs should be considered.

A trust is one of several ways of handling the payments. The state will begin receiving no later than June 1999 between $2.1 million and $3 million a year for the first 15 years. The state has allocated $1.5 billion and the money for new construction.

Under those categories, the state has been able to pass a a third of the minimum experts say must be spent to maintain existing buildings and it is financing only about 5 percent of new construction.

Kempthorne said a trust system would have more money than the Permanent Building Fund that could be used to handle the maintenance of state college buildings. He would not speculate on how much cash might be involved, saying only that "you would be amazed at how quickly it accumulates."

Because of the uncertainty surrounding the tobacco payments, Kempthorne and the Legislature are expected to consider the first two payments totaling $32 million in the Budget Review Account. The interest on it already goes to the building fund.

Recently, Microsoft announced its annual meeting upset despite judge's monopoly finding

Announced Presser

BELLEVUE, Wash. -- Microsoft Corp. "is willing to go a long ways" to address the government's concerns over its business practices, but can't accept limitations on its ability to develop software, said chairman Bill Gates told shareholders Wednesday.

Gates and other executives denied a standing-room-from the crowd of about 2,700 shareholders at the software company's annual meeting, less than a week after a federal judge declared the company a predatory monopolist.

"The ruling Friday by the District Court, Judge Thomas Penfield Jackson in Washington, D.C. is a first step toward a punishment for what he described as the Redmond-based company's abusive efforts to stifle competition."

The judge particularly singled out Microsoft's monopoly on the Internet Explorer Web browser with its Windows operating system for personal computers, along with using its market power to attempt to reach others with products like Windows 95, Office 95, Windows NT and Office NT.

Gates and other Microsoft officials spent much of the hour-long meeting discussing the company's legal troubles, but shareholders also had plenty of questions about the company's profits new 37 percent in the most recent quarter.

Microsoft's stock price has surged

See MSFTCQ, A2
Friday Nite Pizza Buffet
Now at...

FREE

...we serve you from 5 to 9!

883-3333
1330 Pullman Rd., Moscow

Still need a textbook for this semester?
Buy it now
Books not reordered for next term are being pulled from our shelves and returned to publishers.

ASUI Production Presents
"FREE" concert on Tues. Nov. 16th
8:30 pm SUB Ballroom w/ Headliners

The Paperboys
& Opening Band “MELTAR”

Doors Open @ 7:00 pm
Pictures & CD’s Available
FUTURE OF LASER POINTERS IN PERIL

The Idaho Statesman

By Mark Johnson

University of Idaho Argonaut

In Moscow, Idaho, the University of Idaho is contemplating the banishment of laser pointers from its campus. This week, the university announced that it is considering a policy that would prohibit the use of laser pointers on campus grounds. The university said that it has received complaints about the use of laser pointers on campus, and that the policy change is being considered in response to those complaints.

The university said that it is not yet clear what the final policy will look like, but that it is considering a range of options. One possibility is that the university would ban the use of laser pointers altogether, while another possibility is that the university would limit the use of laser pointers to certain areas of the campus.

The university said that it is also considering the possibility of imposing fines or other penalties on students who violate the policy. The university said that it would be willing to work with students and other members of the campus community to find a solution that would be fair to both the university and the students.

The university said that it would be seeking input from students, faculty, and staff as it considers the policy change. The university said that it will be holding a series of meetings and open forums to discuss the issue, and that it will be accepting feedback from students, faculty, and staff.

The university said that it is committed to ensuring that the campus is a safe and respectful environment for all members of the community. The university said that it believes that the use of laser pointers can be dangerous, and that it is important to take steps to prevent the use of laser pointers on campus.

The university said that it is also committed to ensuring that the campus is a welcoming and inclusive environment for all students. The university said that it is committed to making sure that all students feel safe and respected, and that it is important to ensure that the campus is a place where students can learn and grow without fear of harm.
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Human Rights not just the United States’ problem

The Washington Post on Microsoft: "It is impossible to imagine how the findings of just done handed down ... by U.S. District Judge Thomas Penfield Jackson in a suit by Microsoft for breach of contract in a software sales dispute. The judge’s ruling seems to us, in the main, a reasonable read of the contract ... have sometimes been a source of concern to Microsoft, indeed, where the record of the case is aptly summarized, it is hard to arrive at any conclusion that Microsoft’s dominant position is a threat to the health of competition in the software industry." Judge Jackson’s opinion should send a strong message to the company that it is not invulnerable to challenge, even in this litigation. The abiding question whether Microsoft is guilty of substantial deviation from fair competition. In light of the strength of Judge Jackson’s finding, it is likely that the only course left open to the company’s remaining concerns is a threat to the market, so that it would be wise to end that path and find another way to address the problems marketed products have failed..."
**Sports in Brief**

**Novoaiga, Spiva Earn Big West Players of the Week**

University of Idaho football backfielder Chris Novoaiga and senior punter Justin Spiva earned Big West Conference Player of the Week recognition following the Vandals' 42-33 league victory over Nevada last Saturday.

Novoaiga, from Tacona, Wyo., was chosen as the Big West Conference Football Player of the Week after recording 17 tackles, four quarterback sacks and eight tackles for loss which includes the four tackles-for-loss. He also blocked an extra point, scored on a 57-yard punt return. The Vandals are at Montana State this Saturday in Moscow, Idaho. Kickoff at Washington-Grizzly Stadium is 11:30 p.m.

Hockey Club Opens Weekend Games

The Vandals' hockey men have two games against Walla Walla. The team will play Saturday night in the 5,300 seat arena at Idaho State in Pocatello and then go play the Vandals on Sunday. Games are free and they could be the Vandals' best game of the season. 403-3812 for directions.

**Galloway to the Seahawk’s rescue?**

It is possible that three undated teams (Virginia Tech, Kansas State, and Mississippi State) from these three major conferences (Big East, Big 12, and SEC) will struggle to find a way to play in the national title game while the Vandals would play for the title despite their loss.

Just as I’m grasping for the idea of this project, I’m looking at their team with the Washington Huskies. I’m considering the possibility of this project. I’m looking at their team with the Washington Huskies. I’m considering the possibility of this project. I’m looking at their team with the Washington Huskies. I’m considering the possibility of this project. I’m looking at their team with the Washington Huskies. I’m considering the possibility of this project.
McNabb to get first start for Philly

Associated Press

Philadelphia — After weeks of questions, complaints and down-
right criticism, Eagles coach Andy Reid said to the podium Tuesday night as
he announced the words that so many people had been waiting.

"It’s time," Reid said.

This one. For this one, he was telling about Donovan McNabb.

McNabb, the quarterback whose whose

work with the NFL has been mostly

for years, he’s been getting his first start.

While Williams flourished in the

Scorers have limited access to McNabb to this

point. Williams finished with 57)

seconds per week - at his request, said

Mark Fisher, Wisconsin sports

director for Steve Dayne.

"Some people have come up with

our approach long and I would say

what’s发生了。 However, he’s not

known for his passing game. He’s

been that good.

Donovan Williams, who had

been

suspended for the first game of the season as of writing.

The injury occurred in the second quarter of the game

against Maryland on Saturday.

The Eagles face the Kansas City

Chiefs on Sunday in their next

game.

While Williams finished with

30 yards passing, McNabb had

150 yards.

The Eagles are 3-0 after

three games, and McNabb will

start.

McNabb, who has started all

eight games of the season, said

he’s ready to play.

"I just wanted to play," McNabb

said. "I just wanted to help the

Philadelphia defense.

In the game, McNabb completed

13 of 21 passes for 204 yards and

one touchdown.

The Eagles won 16-10.

Dayne uses different path in chase of Williams' rushing record

Associated Press

Austin — The Denver Broncos will have to

find a new path in their pursuit of

Shawn Williams.

Williams, the NFL’s leading

rusher with 307 yards through

three games, has been suspended

for the first game of the season

due to a violation of the league’s

conduct policy.

Williams, who had requested a

meeting with the coaching staff,

was suspended indefinitely after

the Broncos announced the news

on Friday.

"We’ve been through this before,"

Broncos coach Dan Reeves said

before the team’s game against

the New England Patriots on

Sunday.

"I don’t know what we’re going to

do," Reeves said. "I don’t know

what we’re going to do.

Williams has been suspended

for the first game of the season

for violating the league’s

conduct policy.

Williams ranks third in the
category with 307 yards through

three games.

The Broncos will be without

their top running back for their

next game against the New York

Jets on Sunday.

Williams had lined up against the

Patriots on Sunday, but

was ruled out.

Williams had 24 carries for 48

yards in the Broncos’ 30-10

loss to the Patriots.

He leads the NFL in rushing.

Williams said he

was aware of the suspension

before the game.

"I was not surprised," Williams

said. "I knew it was going to be
good.

I was just trying to focus on the

game."
Irish dance is an impromptu medium for narrative and commentary.

Irish dancing is a cultural and religious phenomenon that has been enjoyed by people of all ages and backgrounds for centuries. It is a unique form of expression that combines dance, song, and storytelling to convey a message or tell a story. The rhythmic and graceful movements of the dancers, combined with the lyrics and music, create a powerful and captivating performance that captivates audiences around the world.

The history of Irish dance dates back to the earliest times, with evidence of dancing and storytelling in ancient Ireland. Over the centuries, the art form has evolved and adapted to meet the changing needs of society. Today, Irish dance is celebrated in festivals and events around the world, with dancers from all walks of life coming together to honor the rich history and culture of this traditional art form.

In conclusion, Irish dance is a beautiful and meaningful expression of culture and tradition. It is a reminder of the importance of preserving and celebrating the rich heritage of our ancestors, and a testament to the enduring power of the human spirit.

Activities related to Irish dance include dance classes, performances, competitions, and cultural events. These activities provide opportunities for people to learn about and experience the beauty of Irish dance, while also promoting community building and cultural exchange.

In summary, Irish dance is a powerful and timeless art form that continues to inspire and enrich the lives of people of all ages and backgrounds. It is a true reflection of the rich cultural heritage of Ireland, and a testament to the enduring spirit of the human race.
American Film Institute to name 100 funniest films of century

LOS ANGELES — The hair got even from “Parent Trap” and “Mean Girls” to “Jack Lemmon,” in drag, leading off advancements in “Space: Ltd. 1,” Fran Lebowitz, the talking mail order catalogs, Tuesday.

How many of those films? Enough, perhaps, to make them among the 100 funniest American movies of the century. Some 1,000 writers, including critics, historians, directors, producers and screenwriters are being asked to select the final American films out of 100 nominees nominated by the American Film Institute.

The winners will be announced in a three-hour CBS special in June. Gannett 1999. "You're Welcome!"

"Cosby" does not get the respect and recognition that it deserves. It doesn't get the big awards, it doesn't get the big prizes," Bill Drescher and CEO Jean Picker Frankenberg said Tuesday.

"During the Depression, during war, sometimes when we lost our company, comedy is a place that brings it to our center," she said. "It may be theATL, it may be the Juggs of the future, but it's a life-saving life that's what we laugh yourself in the room.

The nominees list goes all the way back to the 1914 silent "Tillie's Punctured Romance" and includes such modern filmmaking as "Braveheart," "Boogie Nights." The comedy stars are Those, the Broins to the Beaches in song. City County stars are those, the Broins to the Beaches in song. City County stars are those, the Broins to the Beaches in song. City County stars are those, the Broins to the Beaches in song. City County stars are those, the Broins to the Beaches in song.

"While it was the most-anted winter with 15 films. Willard, George Cuko and Woody Allen are named actors on 11 films each.

Hollywood insiders say studio influence diminishes movie quality

SAN LUIS OBISPO, Calif. — A studio is taking a back seat to business in Hollywood, leading to lower quality films by studios concerned more with profit than with artistic, according to a movie industry panel.

A discussion of directors, screenwriters, producers and entertainment journalists on Monday highlighted the trend influence of advertising executives and marketing experts on movie projects.

"What the people that script are the studio heads, and more and more, those studio heads are being guided by the marketing departments," said John Frankenberg, the film's writer-director.

Nude dancing takes center stage at Supreme Court

WASHINGTON — In a courtroom session as morose and bloody as the Supreme Court turned the February trial of the speech law that was 1996 as a panel pondered what constitutional protections close nude dancing.

"Nude entertainment has become a short-lived staple of the American scene. . . . 3,000 adult clubs nationwide," lawyer John Bowers pointed out at the trial a public-interest ordinance in Ga. Pa., that enjoined women who work as barroom dancers to wear at least pasties and a G-string.

Some justices voiced doubts. Justice Stephen G. Breyer said that some form of nude dancing "has to be in the mix with any kind of group, in a house. You're intending to get a reaction, not to express something," the nation's highest court ruled in 1991 that nude dancing is a form of expression within the First Amendment's "extraordinary interest" and entitled to protection from government censorship. But that 1991 decision also allowed Indiana to ban bare-chested style dancing under a state law generally prohibiting public nudity. Warten, representing the owner of a now-closed bar that featured nude dancers, argued that the 1994 law was a form of specific and not public nudity. That makes a constitutional difference, he said.

"It's only concern ... was the notion of adult entertainment," Warten \"We're unsustainably careful regarding their contented motives.\"